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[Begin Side A of Tape 1]
[Interviewer] [Interview] with Ovsanna Chitjian. Today is July 28th, 1977. This is
Salpi Harutyunian [indistinct].
[Interviewer] Mrs. Chitjian, what is your maiden name?
[O. Chitjian] Piloyan.
[Interviewer] Where were you born?
[O. Chitjian] In Malatya.
[Interviewer] What year?
[O. Chitjian] In ‘06, I think… 1
[H. Chitjian] In 1906…
[Interviewer] How large was your family? What do you remember from your
family? How many sisters and brothers did you have?
[O. Chitjian] Eight.
[Interviewer] Eight? With you included?
[O. Chitjian] We were four sisters 2 and four brothers3.
[Interviewer] Did you live with a grandfather and grandmother in the same
house? How big was the house?
[O. Chitjian] Not with my grandparents… We did not live together.
[Interviewer] It was only your parents and eight girls—I mean eight children?
With you included?
[O. Chitjian] Four of them—I mean three of them were from my father’s
previous wife.
1 The day and month forgotten. The Bible in which family records were customarily kept was left
behind in Malatya together with the family’s household belongings as they embarked on their
forced exile.
2 Margarite (half sister), Maritza, Ovsanna, Nevart
3 Khachadour [half brother], Manoog [half brother], Setrag, Hagop
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[Interviewer] Yes?
[O. Chitjian] When my father [Sarkis Piloyan] was here [Chicago in the 1880’s],
his [first] wife died [in Chungush]. His three children were orphaned. He
returned so that he could take care of his children. In the meantime, my mother
had an uncle here [in Chicago]. He was very good friends with my father…
[Interviewer] By “here” do you mean here in
America?
[O. Chitjian] In America… When they shot
my mother’s4 first husband 5 during the 1895
massacres, she became widowed [in Malatya
at the age of 20 or 21]. At the same time my
father’s wife had died [circumstances not
known]. That [Hripsimeh’s] uncle (in
America) told my father to go to Malatya even
though my father was born and raised in
Chungush. He told him: “Go to Malatya. Get
acquainted [with the young widow]. Perhaps
you will be compatible and get married.” My
father returned with that intention. He went
to Malatya and met my mother. My [maternal] Sarkis Piloyan in Chicago, circa
grandfather 6 and grandmother 7 were opposed 1880s.
to their marriage because my father’s
intention was to marry her and return to America. They did not want their
daughter to go to such distant places. Eventually they agreed because he was a
very good man. 8 They married. They established a nice household and they were
compatible.
Hripsimeh Hovnanian Piloyan
He came from a wealthy family. Although Hripsimeh returned to her paternal family, she was
allowed to keep all the gold and diamond jewelry that was given to her. This jewelry helped
Sarkis to establish himself. It was also used as barter during the laborious and horrendous
deportation journey to Haleb. Likewise, she kept most of her trousseau (from her first marriage),
which she had skillfully begun to prepare as a preteen. One of her most cherished handiworks is
a beautiful shawl, similar to shawls worn by newlyweds. She spun and died the wool yarn, from
which she wove the shawl, which was to be worn as a headscarf to indicate her married status as
a new bride. This shawl still exists in good condition because her first marriage was so shortlived that she had little opportunity to wear it.
6 Kevork Hovnanian
7 Ovsanna Hovnanian
8 Although she was still young, a younger bachelor would customarily no longer marry her
because now she was much “older.” Girls over 16 were considered to be home bound.
4
5
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Soon after, my eldest [half] brother Khachadour married [in Chungush] and
came to Malatya. 9 He had his own separate house. Both families were very
loving… When the aksor [deportation] began [in 1915], they killed my eldest
brother [Khachadour].
[Interviewer] How much older was he compared to you? Was he from your
father’s first marriage?
[O. Chitjian] Yeah. He [Khachadour] was my mother’s age. My father was 23
years older than my mother. His eldest son was the same age as my mother
when my father remarried. He was my father’s first child from his previous
wife...
[Interviewer] Huh, sorry [indistinct]…
[O. Chitjian] [Laughs] Khachadour was my mother’s age… However, they
reached an agreement and married. 10
[Interviewer] What do you remember from Malatya? What was the house like?
How big was it? How many rooms did it have?
[O. Chitjian] The house…
Our houses were just like
these. Houses in Malatya are
very similar to houses in Los
Angeles. There would be a
front garden. The houses
were in the middle, and in
the back there would always
be a yard, at least half an acre
in size. There would be all
types of fruit trees in there.
[Interviewer] What for
example?
[O. Chitjian] Apricot, pear,
apple trees… Everything you

A typical Armenian house in Malatya still in use
in 2008.

He brought his younger brother Manoog and sister Margarite with him to Malatya to keep the
family together.
10 See “A Hair’s Breadth from Death” Chapter 35, page 314.
9
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wish… Cherries, sour
cherries, fundukh
[hazelnut]… You
know what fundukh
is… It is a small…
[H. Chitjian]
Hazelnut…
[Interviewer] Is it
hazelnut? Is it not
almond?
[O. Chitjian]
Hazelnut… It is small
and round…

Apricots set out to dry in Malatya, 2008.

[Interviewer] Gaghin?

[H. Chitjian] Gaghin. That is the correct word [in Armenian].
[O. Chitjian] Nowhere in the world has as many fruits as Malatya. It is the best
[fertile soil]. Its apricots cannot be found anywhere else. It is almost like candy
[sweet, size of a plum]. They call it ashulu [grafted]. They dry it. There is no need
to wipe or wash it. It is fully natural. They leave it under the sun. It dries… No
need for sulfur… 11
[Interviewer] Did every house do that for themselves?
[O. Chitjian] Every house… Almost [the average household]… Not every house
[mainly the affluent]. Perhaps one out of ten or twenty would have a large farm
or a place for farming… You know there would be enough space—by the mile—
not just a few [trees] here and a few there…
Each household would do it only for itself. Every house had enough fruit for
itself. Or if a neighbor or someone that did not have a particular fruit… Each
house had different assortments of fruits. They would share them with each
other. Consequently, the soil was very fertile… An abundant place… For this
After the charrt, Hripsimeh shelled apricot pits to raise additional money for her household.
The pits were used for medicinal purposes (for example to treat cancer). There was a belief that
cancers should not be removed by surgery because of the fear that it might spread. Shelled
apricot pits were also used on a variety of pastry in lieu of almonds. Some preferred these over
almonds.

11
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reason, the natives of Malatya [Malatyahtzees] are very generous. They helped
each other with open arms…
[Interviewer] Did you have so much fruit that you could store it somewhere or
make brandy or whatever out of it? Or was it only for eating?
[O. Chitjian] Oh yes, everything… Jams and sweets… They would cook
apricots… Mulberries… The mulberry tree would be full… 12 They tasted like
honey… You know, just like honey… They do not have them here. White
mulberries… Both the white and the dark red one… They called it [indistinct]
mulberry… It was so good… Every house had white mulberry [indistinct] with
no exceptions… They call it basdegh. Kesmejeh, noosh, rojeeg [preserves]… The
almonds, the walnuts… Every kind [of nut]… For the winter… They would
prepare them… They would fill them in a goozh [earthenware jugs] and they
would line them up [in the pantry]…

A tepsi (round baking tray) Ovsanna and her family brought from
Malatya. The utensil is made of heavy copper and is periodically
tinned to prevent it from corroding. This particular piece is more
than a hundred years old.
[Interviewer] Did every house make its own, or did people come…

Armenians took advantage of the abundance of mulberry throughout the region. The tree
provided silk for fabric and rugs.
12
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[Interviewer] No, every household would make its own. However, neighbors
would help each other. For example basdegh is a lot of work, you know. You have
to shake down a lot of mulberries, you have to cook it, strain the juice, press
them, refine them, you know… You have to refine the juice completely, then
[cook it to] make malez out of that, then spread it out on cheese cloth on the
rooftop… Then peel it off the next day [when it has dried]… At that stage, the
neighbors, everyone joined in… Today your neighbor comes and helps you, then
you go and help them… That way it is quicker… They would make one year’s
yield in a couple of days and put it aside for winter months.
[Interviewer] Was this all women’s work?
[O. Chitjian] Yes, women.
[Interviewer] Would the young girls also help?
[O. Chitjian] Yeah, of course, the girls 13 also helped. The men had their own
work in the marketplace.
[Interviewer] What kind of marketplace work?
[O. Chitjian] My father had a leather business [cured leather]. 14 Of course he did
not do it [the labor] himself. He had ten to 17 workers. [He was a master [varbed]
of his trade. Not everyone could do it.]
[Interviewer] What did he do with the leather? Did he make usable goods?
[O. Chitjian] No. When the animal is slaughtered, he would take that hide and
processed it into leather for shoes. They dip [the hides] in chemicals 15 and so
forth… He had a large building outside of the city. Quite a distance from the
city… He had a big place made of concrete… They called them tekne [vat]… He
would put [the hides] in them… They would fill them with water… There are
As soon as a child was old enough, he or she was encouraged to watch and learn from his/her
parents. This was their way of training and passing on skills: apprenticeship.
14 Sarkis’s skills were of great necessity allowing the Effendi to run his factory, which made
military uniforms. This was especially true in Malatya because the population of his hometown
(Chunghush), where he first acquired these skills, was virtually wiped out in 1895. It was only by
chance that he was spared because he was in America in the 1880’s.
15 He used a variety of chemicals. Knowing which chemicals to use and how to use them was an
“art.” He was an expert in this field even though he never learned how to read or write. Till the
day he died, he used an “X” for his signature. Nonetheless, he traveled to outlying communities
(as far as modern-day Syria) to sell his leather. According to his cousin’s granddaughter, Joyce
Piloyan, Sarkis’s uncle [referred to as his father] raised horses, perhaps an indication of success
as well as the location of their house near the Catholic church.
13
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different types of chemicals… They cleaned off the hair… They hardened it so
that it would be ready for making shoes. That was my father’s business.
[Interviewer] Who were his workers? Were they Armenians?
[O. Chitjian] They were Armenian, yeah. They were all Armenian. However, my
brothers they did not help him… They were not yet old enough to help my
father. Only my eldest brother [Khachadour] helped my father.
Here in the United States, people go to resorts… Over there we would go
to the place where my father’s workshop was… 16 It was a vast field surrounded
with wheat fields and a variety of fruit trees… My mother would take us to the
shady places… She would tie up a rope—we called it a swing… So that we
would not get bored the whole day…

The Armenian cemetery at “Babukhtee” in 2005. Though this
area is referred to as Babukhtee, it is not characteristic of
Ovsanna and the other survivors’ description, the major
feature having been a rushing spring furnishing the best of
drinking water. Their picnic baskets were filled with salty
foods that would elicit a thirst to drink as much water as
possible. There was never a mention of gravestones that date
back to the 1800s.
16 An open field in the vicinity of a mineral spring called Babukhtee, which featured gushing
cold, clean, drinkable water over large boulders, provided a spectacular view. Nearby was the
“fabrika” her father had established. This location was chosen because it was a good source of
water and it had the open air to diffuse the foul odors produced by the tanning process. Trips to
Babukhtee were special treats, a never-forgotten memory of Malatya in Ovsanna’s mind.
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[Interviewer] How old were you?
[O. Chitjian] At the time of the deportation I… The times I am talking about [life
before 1915], I was barely six years old. At the time of the deportation [the
general deportation of the Malatya area], I was exactly eight years old.
[Interviewer] Did you go to school?
[O. Chitjian] I only went to kindergarten. I never went to school. I did not have
the time [opportunity].
[Interviewer] However did the girls also go to school? It was not an issue of boys
and girls. If it were not for the deportation…
[O. Chitjian] No, if the deportation had not happened, the girls… My eldest
brother and the others can read and write well… Especially my older sister can
also read and write quite well… However, at our [Nevart and Ovsanna] age…
My brother [Hagop] who is a little older than me also went to school quite a bit…
However we did not have the chance at our age… After that [chart] there was no
school…
After the deportation, in the orphanage… When the Americans came they
opened an orphanage. That orphanage was for Armenian [girls]. [The
kindergarten teacher] is now my brother’s [Setrag’s] wife. She [Mariam] was a
teacher there. I attended there for two to three months. I learned a little reading
and writing. Then that
orphanage was closed…
Eventually they closed it and
Ovsanna attended school only a couple of
moved it to Kharpert. That
months before the Turks closed the school. She
learned the alphabet during that short period,
also did not work out. After
at the age of five to six. On her own, she was
that I did not have the chance
able to read the Bible from cover to cover. This
to go [since the schools were
is how and when Ovsanna learned to read and
closed]… My mother thought
write phonetically. She was self-taught at a
that daughters must learn [a
tender age. She was a quick and avid learner.
practical skill]. We were three
Her grandfather used to exclaim “this child is a
sisters in the house. My older
wizard,” which meant “something bad might
happen to her.”
sister [Maritza] was sufficient
for helping my mother with
the housework. My mother
thought that she should have
me learn a trade [useful skill]. My brother [Khachadour] already worked at the
factory that was owned by the Effendi Turk who saved us. He owned the
8
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factory… As I first explained but didn't
finish… Anyway… That factory owner
made fabric for clothing and many
other goods [soldiers' uniforms,
leather goods, shoes, boots, etc]…
00:13:19
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Ovsanna was barely eight years old
and was aware of their precarious
situation. To her, the Effendi was
their “savior.” After all, he concealed
only her family at great personal risk.
He hid the family for six months in his
house. Later on, in 1923, when the
family left Malatya for good, the
Effendi showed his gratitude by
making sure that they got out safely.

[Interviewer] The Turk…
[O. Chitjian] My brother worked
there. This Turk… Sometimes I praise
him but he deserves praise…
Whenever I praise him my husband is
very opposed to it… When I call him
“Effendi” he says “Yeah, what an
Effendi.”17
[Interviewer] [Laughs]

[O. Chitjian] That man helped us like a father… More than a father…
[Interviewer] All of you…
[O. Chitjian] Yeah. When my father was in America earlier [in the late 1800’s]…
When he returned he had quite a bit of money with him. The Turk… When I said
earlier… My mother’s uncle that I mentioned… The one who became friends
with my father in America… That uncle also knew that Turkish Effendi when he
lived in Malatya. Through this connection, when my father came to Malatya, that
Turk knew that my father was that uncle’s relative and that he also had money.
So… Now what do they call bedel [waiver] here? When they have to go to the
army… The custom in Turkey was that you could pay money so you would not
go to the army… You just pay money [another person goes in your place].
[Interviewer] OK.
[O. Chitjian] They wanted to conscript this Turk just at this time when he
wanted to open a factory.18 Factories were powered by water at that time.
Another Turk had a water mill. That man needed water for the mill and this man
needed the water for his factory. The water was not enough for both of them.
17 Although he saved the lives of some Armenians, like other Turks, this Effendi also pillaged
money and jewelry from Armenians forced to march to Der Zor. He never returned the jewelry
Hripsimeh gave him for safekeeping nor Sarkis’s leather inventory, which he had accumulated
over many years. These items were worth a fortune. Nevertheless, he saved their lives.
18 This must be around 1897, when Mehmet Effendi was around 20 years old.
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“Fabrikatör” Mehmet Bey or Effendi (1877 - 1932) operated a factory that manufactured
fabrics during peacetime but produced mainly canvas material for tents, soldiers’
uniforms and underwear, and heavy fabrics for parkas during World War I. The factory,
considered “Malatya’s most important industrial establishment in the early 1900’s” was
first established by “Osman the Arab,” who was Mehmet Effendi’s uncle. The factory was
located in the Ilyas Quarter of Malatya. Osman the Arab, so known because of his dark
skin color, is thought to have had roots in Egypt. He was also known as “Fabrikatör
Osman” and signed his name as such. Mehmet Effendi was made a partner is Osman’s
factory “as soon as he came of age.” Mehmet Effendi is described as “thin and darkskinned.” During World War I, Ottoman males would be exempted from going to the
army (and the front) “if Mehmet Effendi certified that they worked in his factory.” “The
sons of many prominent and wealthy people in Malatya avoided military service by this
means.” Mehmet Effendi was also known as “Towelmaker Mehmet.” Mehmet Effendi is
rumored to have encountered “financial difficulties” during World War I and was forced
to accept Mustafa Naim Pasha, the commander of the Ottoman Army Corps in Elazig
[Kharpert], and Shemsi Bey as partners in his factory. Mehmet Effendi was decorated
with several Ottoman medals and orders for his services and contributions to the
Ottoman war effort during World War I. However, Mehmet Effendi’s business “went sour”
after the war. It is suspected that this was partly due “to his involvement in certain
incidents mentioned in [Ataturk’s] ‘Grand Speech’” of 1922. [Summarized from Malatya
1830-1919 by Adnan Işık, 2004, pp 768-771; ISBN 975-94438-0-5] According to Celal
Yalvac, a 90-year-old [in 2006] Malatya journalist who knew Mehmet Effendi, the Effendi
was married to a Nilufer Hanim, who was originally Armenian. The couple had a son
called Vahdet Ozbek, who is now deceased. Vahdet Ozbek had a son of his own, named
Cihangir Ozbek, who now [in 2006] lives in Istanbul. Mehmet Effendi remarried to a
woman of unknown name. That woman’s son from another marriage, Kemal Gursel,
currently lives in Malatya and has sued the Turkish government for reparations for his
step-grandfather’s contributions to the Ottoman Army during World War I. The lawsuit
was summarily dismissed. [Radikal 9 Jul 01] There is also a granddaughter called Tulay
Koc, who might be the daughter of Vahdet Ozbek or Kemal Gursel. [Radikal 16 Jan 04]
According to Harut Kumrulu, an Armenian resident of Malatya until the 1960’s, Mehmet
Effendi’s factory was converted to a tire manufacturing plant in the 1950’s and remains
unused and in ruins today.

Only one or the other would have it. They were in competition. The Turk would
lose [his right to the water] if he went to the army. He thought to ask my father
for the 20 gold coins that he needed… He needed that to avoid the draft. If he did
not go to the army he could win the dispute and the water would be his-according to my father…
On a Sunday, in the [Protestant] assembly hall… This Turk entered, causing a
commotion… They called for my father who was in the assembly hall… [The
Turk] told him that this situation is very important, that this would save his life,
10
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Why would an Armenian
loan (give) money to a Turk
who is a complete stranger
if Turks and Armenians
were not getting along?

July 28, 1977

and that he would thus win the case. He said that
he would never forget the favor, that he would pay
back double the money he borrows, and that he would
be in his debt forever. My father took out 20 gold
coins and gave it to him… Of course, they first

came home, since, over there,
they kept their money in their
homes. He gave this man 20
gold pieces. The Turk went and
won the court case.
After that they continued as
friends… This man gave us all
the fabric we needed for free. In
exchange for that favor… He also
warned my father about the
deportation. 19 First they
arrested all the prominent
men… This man said: “You
saved my life. Now it is my
turn to save you.” He was
involved in the government and
thus knew all the secrets. He was a
prominent man [had an official
position]. He knew everything that
was happening before they
happened. He said: “Come and be
A photo of Mehmet Effendi taken around
my guests in my house for three
World War I
months.” He said: “Khachadour
and Setrag can work in the factory.”
[Interviewer] These are your brothers.
[O. Chitjian] They are my [two older] brothers. He said that they can supervise
the workers. So we moved into his house.
[Interviewer] With your parents?

19

How much did he know in advance? What did he know?
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[O. Chitjian] With my parents, the entire family… We moved into his house. Not
just my family but also my older brother who was married and had three
children. All of us moved into his house. My brothers and my father stayed in his
factory compound. 20 They stayed there, because they were arresting the adult
men who were in the streets. My brother [Khachadour] was a very spirited and
well-known person. My eldest brother… Because of his reputation, he had been
singled out. 21 They were looking for him to arrest him. For that reason he could
not go out into the street. [The Turk] had told my brother that he should not go
out. They stayed in the factory… They could go out into the courtyard, but he
should not go out into the street. They would otherwise arrest him. They were
looking for him. So my father and my eldest brother were there [working in the
factory compound]. At that time, we were living in the house with the [Effendi’s]
family…
My brother… He had a friend who was close to him like a brother. That friend
also stayed in that compound. In the same place… They apparently came and
arrested his friend. They saw him in the yard and arrested him. At that time, my
brother was not there. Someone sent news… They caught a [Senekerim]… My
brother, thinking he had clout, believed that he could rescue his friend… So he
went out to rescue his friend and as soon as he went out they arrested him also.
“We caught you.” They arrested him also. They took both of them. The Effendi
told my father that he [Khachadour] was gone [he could not be saved].
[H. Chitjian] They took and killed him…
[O. Chitjian] Yeah, the Effendi told my father that he was gone and that [Sarkis]
must now think about himself. He told [my father and his family] to remain safe.
“You must not go out [of the compound].” He said “if you stay inside you are
hidden…” In any event that is how he [Khachadour] disappeared… We never
saw him again. My father and my younger brothers [stayed inside] [Setrag was
now working in the Effendi’s factory]…
However, just before we had moved there [Effendi’s house], we had our own
family house. One day while we were [still in our home], they came and arrested
my younger brother [Setrag].
[Interviewer] How young was he?
20 This incident happened before Khachadour was caught. After the killings and deportations,
Sarkis gave up his own tannery and began to work alongside Khachadour in the Effendi’s factory.
With no other choice, he took his entire inventory and stock over to the Effendi’s compound for
safekeeping. This inventory was worth thousands, but it was never returned or compensated for.
This was another way the Effendi took advantage of the Armenians.
21 Khachadour was a member of the Hunchag Party.
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[H. Chitjian] He was two years older than me.
[O. Chitjian] No, Setrag was six years older than me. He was 14 or 15… My
older brother [“full brother”, same father and mother]… They arrested him so
that he would inform them [Turkish officials] where my father and older brother
were hiding. They were hiding in the factory, right? They were not at home.
They tortured him [Setrag]… They took my brother, they beat him up.
Regardless, he did not reveal their hiding place. Eventually, even though
[Setrag's detention place] became known… My mother went to the Effendi to tell
him that she would turn him in. “Either save Setrag, that is my younger brother
[15 years old], and those two other younger children, or we will betray you and
tell them that they, my father and my eldest brother, are hidden [in your
factory]…”
[Interviewer] How old was your eldest brother? [mid 20’s] Was that the one
who…
[O. Chitjian] My eldest brother [Khachadour] was my father’s firstborn. So he
was quite old.
[H. Chitjian] He was the same age as your mother.
[O. Chitjian] He was my mother’s age. The Effendi told her not to worry and that
he would rescue him [Setrag]. By the time he got to the prison, they had taken
my brother and his friend to prison. Just as the Effendi arrived to get him out they
had already tied and lined up a group of Armenian boys before a firing squad…
They were about to shoot them. This man [the Effendi] arrived there in the nick of
time. He shouted out that he wants Setrag Piloyan. Before Setrag could step
forward, another boy stepped out in his [Setrag’s] place. It was that boy [Hagop
Moupousian] we saw in France 22…
[H. Chitjian] The one we saw…
[O. Chitjian] The one we saw… That was the one. When they called out for
Setrag Piloyan [this boy] realized that it was in order to rescue him… That boy,
the other Armenian, was an acquaintance… So he [quickly] stepped forward…
The Effendi also knew that boy. He was the son of his neighbor. So he made him
stand there… Once more they called out “Setrag Piloyan”… This time my
brother stepped forward…

22

In Roman, France, in 1969; fortuitously bumped into him at a fruit and flower stand.
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[Interviewer] They let him out?
[O. Chitjian] They untied him so that he
How much of these stories had
would come. [The Turk] took both of them
Hrant Dink, an Armenian
and brought them home. It was 1:00 o’clock
journalist born in Malatya in
in the morning when my brother arrived
1954 and killed in Istanbul in
January 19, 2007, heard when
home. He did not knock on the door so that
he was young boy? How many
we would not be afraid in the middle of the
family members had he lost?
night. He shouted: “Mama, mama, it is
Who in his family and neighbors
me…” [sobs] It was as if it was an angel,
survived to relate the tragedy
umm… Now can you forget a man like
that fell upon them 1915?
that? He was a Turk… Can you forget the
good he did?
After my brother was released, things got
even worse. We hid in his house with our
entire family and we lived there for three
months. 23 Eventually they realized that this
man was helping many Armenians. He
Why was this “activity” going on
rescued them [from deportation]… He hid
if the Armenians were just being
the Armenians but he also would go and rob
“relocated”? Why were they
from the deportees… [He would return with
being “deliberately” starved and
bags of jewelry taken from the dead or as
denied water in the blazing
bribes or for a drink of water from the river
heat of the Der Zor desert?
from those still alive.]
Where was their official
destination? What
accommodations did the
government provide?

[H. Chitjian] He had a factory and he kept
them as workers [as slaves]…

[O. Chitjian] He would go to the deportation
fields… Where the caravans of Armenians
stopped… They [the government] would
bring them there to kill them… They were
brought from different regions… From
Why were the Armenians so
Amasya, Marzvan, Tokat… From every
terrified about an unexpected
region… From Samsun… The deportees
knock on the door? Setrag knew
would all come there… To the [killing]
this even at the age of 14 or 15.
The danger of a knock on the
fields [of Malatya]… They would run out of
door???
money… They would be without water…
The fields were hot like hell… Everyone of
course was after their own interest… [The
Why were Armenians hiding? Why were their places of business shut down? Why did things
get worse? What were the changes? Was it slaughter or relocation as is claimed today (2008)?
23
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Effendi] would also send his workers there… One gold ring or a few gold coins
exchanged for one glass of water… [The Turks] would even take the plain snow
[from nearby mountains]… They would load it on donkeys and take them to the
fields where the Armenians were to sell in place of water… They [survivors]
would have a lot of gold and jewelry… They would exchange them for a glass of
water or a piece of ice… Their mouths were parched… They were starving… He
[the Effendi] would also send his workers in the morning… 24 Umm, like this [to
rob Armenians]…
[H. Chitjian] Did you hear that? With bags [of loot]…
[O. Chitjian] Like [shopping] bags, large ones carried both sides [of the
donkeys]… Filled with gold and jewelry… Everything you can imagine… They
[the Effendi’s workers] would bring them back… [Indistinct]
[H. Chitjian] Tell her about Nevart’s, umm, when they [indistinct]…
[Interviewer] Let us go back a little…
[O. Chitjian] Yeah, jewelry… Eventually… When we were still in [our] house, he
said that… We had Turkish neighbors… Right next to us… They were also very
nice… That Effendi’s house… My brother took only our non-perishable foodstuff
[grains, preserves, dried fruits stored in earthenware], but we stored our
furniture in their house, everything that was important, in our neighbor’s
house… They also protected us [personally]… They also reassured my mother:
“If you hear any [suspicious] noise at all…” You know, they [Turks and Kurds]
would break into houses, they would also abduct girls… My mother was also
still young [very beautiful], after all… They would mainly come to rob… [Our
Turkish neighbor] said: “If you hear anything, go on the roof and throw a stone
in our yard. I will come over immediately.”
One day my mother heard a noise. She went up to the roof. In our house my
younger sister, my mother, and I slept together. One night, my mother went up
to the roof [to check out the noise she had heard]. My younger sister [Nevart]
woke up and did not see my mother next to us. She got scared. I remember it like
yesterday. She jumped up and screamed… I told her that mother is here, but she
saw that her mother was not next to her, she was so terrified [that she might have
been abducted], she was so terrified… She died [in the 1960’s] with the affliction
caused by that painful experience… [She never completely recovered from that
The Effendi was well aware of the killings and the desperation the Armenians experienced on
the pretense of “deportation” and knew that they would be carrying all of their money and
jewelry with them.

24
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illness.] She was mortified… 25 They call it jaundice… She took on a yellow
color… Eventually my mother came down [from the rooftop]… She splashed
some water on [Nevart] to soothe and
calm her down… 26 [Laughs]
Many female survivors bore emotional
scars their whole lives due to a
particular frightful experience
(attacked by Turks). Nevart, Maritza,
and Mariam (Setrag’s wife, who had
tattoos on her face and hands) all
suffered their entire lives for one
particular incident they had endured.

[Interviewer] Let us go back a little…
Before the deportation, were there
professions that only the Armenians
were in and professions that only the
Turks were in? Was the market mixed?

[O. Chitjian] No [yes], certain common
laborers’ work… For example growing
vegetables and so forth… The Turks
did those jobs. Very few Armenians
did such jobs [they were mainly
artisans and made things]. The Armenians were mostly merchants. They were in
the shoe business, in clothes, fabrics…
[H. Chitjian] Iron work, merchants, artisans…
[O. Chitjian] The Armenians would not do, umm, hard labor. They would not
do the work that the Turks did [unskilled labor]…
[H. Chitjian] Did you say before the massacres or after?
[Interviewer] Let us go back to the time before the massacres. Were the
neighborhoods segregated? Did the Armenians live on one side and the Turks on
the other? According to what you say they lived mixed.
[O. Chitjian] Earlier the neighborhoods were segregated but slowly they became
integrated. Our house… When we bought our house there was only one other
Armenian house… This was a Turkish neighborhood. It was a very nice house.
Over there houses were like here… Just as the whites move away when a black
family moves over here, there the Turks would move away if the Armenians
moved in… At first there was only one house that was Armenian. Then we
bought ours. After we bought it… It had been one year since we bought it—
when we had to leave everything we possessed and abandon our country… We
had many aspirations but they all fell into the water [came to naught]…
Kids were mortified when the whereabouts of their family members were not known, because
people were “disappearing” so quickly in a short span of time.
26 Interviewer completely oblivious to the terror Armenians suffered and endured during the days
and months leading up to the massacres and deportations.
25
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Then we bought ours. After we bought it…
It had been one year since we bought it—
when we had to leave everything we
possessed and abandon our country… We
had many aspirations but they all fell into
the water [came to naught]…
[H. Chitjian] Describe how your brothers
[uncles] were builders…

July 28, 1977

Officials claimed that they had
made a mistake—as in Dink’s
campground??? Armenian
Observer January 23, 2008;
Tuzla Camp, symbol of lost
minority properties..

[O. Chitjian] Yeah, my mother’s brothers
were house builders. They were already planning… They had bought the lumber
for the two houses… The wood was called pardi [cottonwood]… There were
these very large trees all over the area… For my two brothers… One for my older
brother [Khachadour] and another for my younger brother [Setrag] on the other
corner… They were going to build one [house] for one of them and another for
the other… We bought our house with that intention…
[The previous owner, a Turk] was going to go on a pilgrimage… They called it
Hajee… He did not have any children… He sold the house so that he could go on
the pilgrimage… Soon after the man sold the house the roads were closed, and
he could not go on the pilgrimage… The house was in escrow… He tried to get it
back… He said: “If I cannot go why should I sell my house?” We were in escrow
and we had already started with our plans… It was now our house… It was sold
and it belonged to us. In any event, we bought the house but ultimately we did
not enjoy it…
[Interviewer] So you would buy houses that were already built. In other words
everyone would not have their house built.
[O. Chitjian] My father had his first house built. It was a house whose land was
not ours… You build the house… It is yours for your lifetime… A hundred years
perhaps… You live there. It is yours as long as you live there.27 After that the
land goes back to the government. They call such arrangements something. My
father had built his house that way. However, later they [the Turks] created some
chicanery and they wanted us to give it up before the time was up. In truth, my father
did not have that much money to buy us a big house. However, my mother was

Miri or state land belonged to the Sultan (eminent domain) and the tapu [title deed] granted to
occupants was considered a lifetime lease. The land could not be sold, inherited, or used for
settling debts. (H. Inalcik, An Economic and Social History of the Ottoman Empire, Cambridge
University Press, 1997)
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very rich from her first husband. She had money from that marriage. So we
bought that new house in my mother’s name.
[Interviewer] Was that possible? In other words, was it common that a house is
bought only in the name of a woman? Was that possible?
[O. Chitjian] Yes, it was possible. It was like here. It could be in my name or his
name. It was the same over there. It was my mother’s money [indistinct].
[H. Chitjian] It was not like that in our place [Perri] because it was our ancestral
home…
[O. Chitjian] [Indistinct] The issue was
that, after all, my mother did not want
her money to go to my father’s children
from his previous marriage. That was
her intent. Otherwise when you are
married you are together. However
when she died… She wanted her
children to inherit it. So that it would
not go to my father’s other children. She
did this with that intent.

Hayguhi (Rose) Tarkanian holding
her grandson. Photo taken in
California, possibly in the 1960’s.

[Interviewer] You said that the house
was in escrow. You said that the Turk
wanted it back and you wanted to buy
it. The house that would be for your
family… How come the authority who
decided the case did not favor the Turk
and ruled in your favor?

[O. Chitjian] No… The Turk [the
previous owner] did not have a say over
it… The house belonged to us [across from Kharazeen District, across from
Michael Tarkanian’s, treasurer of Malatya]. We had bought it. For example, here
[in the US], when you put your money in escrow, the house is bought…
[End of Side A of Tape 1]
[Begin Side B of Tape 1]
00:31:45
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[H. Chitjian] What they call Malatya… It
was a large city. It had a population of
60,000 and had at most 100 to 200 houses
[numbers probably mixed up]. The towns
were comprised of a few hundred houses.
In our area they were all Armenian. At
most 5 percent, 2 percent, or 3 percent
were Turks. [Indistinct] they lived in the
gorges or in remote places… They did not
live in nice places. Where we were it was
different. Where they [the Piloyans] lived,
it was half Turkish and half Armenian. It
was not like that where we were [in Perri].
We were mostly all Armenian.
[O. Chitjian] Where we were there were
more Turks than Armenians.

July 28, 1977

A restored Malatya konak
[mansion] today (central Malatya).
The back of the houses face the
street and the front features a yard,
courtyard, or gardens up to an
acre.

[H. Chitjian] That is why she says the government…
[Interviewer] Was it common… Now you lived with your grandfather and
grandmother and you said that when your older brother got married he moved
to another house. 28 Was that customary?
[O. Chitjian] Yeah.
[Interviewer] So that was common. Anyone who formed a family did not live
with the elders. Did anyone who married not leave?
[O. Chitjian] No [yes], some would stay. However anyone who wanted to be
separate… Just like here. Some live with their in-laws, and some do not.
[Interviewer] So it was not a matter of money.
[O. Chitjian] Yeah, it is not a matter of money. Anyone who wants to be separate
goes separate. We were still neighbors but they were separate. However, after
the deportation we came together again and went together [into aksor or
deportation] 29.
28 Interviewer is mistaken. Ovsanna never said she lived with her grandparents. Her
grandmother was dead by the time she was born and her grandfather lived with his two sons
(Ovsanna’s uncles, Aharon and Hagop) and their respective families. Sarkis had his own house
with his new family, but they all lived in the same vicinity.
29 Only those who had survived.
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[Interviewer] What do you remember
from your childhood, when you were
a little girl? What games did you play?
How was kindergarten life? What do
you remember? In the evenings as the
sun set did you play outside? Were
you allowed to play?

Good example comparing different
lifestyles. One must question why. Was
it just a traditional custom,
government fear, or different extents
of European influence?

[O. Chitjian] Sure. Outside. There
were different games. We would go out into the street. At sunset, while it was
still light, you know… The women gathered with the neighbors outside their
front doorsteps… The children, when they got out, they would say “run…”
There would be two of us… For example if we are here… From one door to the
next… For example that corner or the other corner… It must be in the middle…
Wherever it is… We will see who gets there first… We would run [as fast as we
could for instance]… That was a game. We would make dolls and clothing… 30
[Interviewer] Did boys and girls play together?
[O. Chitjian] Yeah, boys and girls together… Now what he [Hampartzoum]
says, where they lived was a village… They didn’t do that…
Where we lived… My brother was married… Our sister-in-law would sit at the
table with us. We would all eat together. With our father, women did not cover
their faces [as they did in Hampartzoum’s village]… However, when the women
went out, [of course] they covered themselves…
[Interviewer] How much would they cover themselves?
[H. Chitjian] All over…
[O. Chitjian] There were shawls… Where we were they would not cover
themselves completely. When they first married, they would [put on the veil] as
an ornament [fashion statement]… There were fancy silk sheets… Out of silk
fabric… They would cover their faces with a thin veil… Then they would tie the
sheets [kodee or belt] over the veil… That would look fancy… They looked
pretty… They would wear that as an ornament. It was for new brides. When they
first married the mother-in-law would give that as a present. A nice one… That
newly married woman would wear that if she went out into the street or went
Ovsanna secretly packed her doll (with doll clothes) along with the family’s belongings. At
some point, the doll did not “survive” but other items did.
30
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somewhere. With her face covered… My mother’s… Her shawl is still here [in
the closet]. There was a shawl like this here… For outside… Very thin 31, very
delicate… There were shawls… There were expensive ones and cheap ones…
Everyone bought depending on their means… They folded it into a triangle…
Like a scarf… Big scarf… They would put them on their heads but their faces
would be uncovered… They would not cover their faces… They would hold it
like this and go to the [Protestant]
assembly hall.
[H. Chitjian] [Indistinct]
[O. Chitjian] My mother was the
daughter of a Gregorian. She
would also go to church. Also
wearing a shawl…
[Interviewer] Was there any
custom related to short or long
sleeves for women?
Hripsimeh’s shawl, handmade with
[O. Chitjian] No. For women… At
handspun wool, circa 1885
my age… I always had them
long… From [the shoulder] until [the wrist] then it gets wider, with nice lace, you
know… [Laughs] I always dressed that way. At my age it did not make any
difference yet. By the time we left Malatya… I had never covered myself… I
never covered my head…
Only during the deportation…
[Indistinct] There were all kinds of
Armenian girls took many precautions
mule drivers and so forth… As we
to distort their appearance. Some
went from Malatya to Haleb… That is
actually dressed as males.
when I wore one on my head so that I
would not look so nice… It was a little
too close… However until we left
Malatya I worked as a seamstress.
[Indistinct] At the beginning, my mother had me trained in carpet weaving…
Because I did not go to school, I learned carpet weaving…
[Interviewer] Why did you not go to school?
[O. Chitjian] Because after the deportation there weren’t any schools [during the
1915-1923 period]… So after the deportation, since I could not go to school, she
31

In the O. C. collection. Hripsimeh wove the scarf herself for her trousseau.
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said that I should
learn something
[useful skill]. She
took me to learn
rug weaving… Of
course I went for
a few months,
you know [to
learn]… They do
not pay you for
that… To learn…
You had to go
until you
learned…
Weaving the
flowers… That is
an art… Any
Young Kurdish girls weaving carpets on traditional looms
child can do the
in Van, Summer 2008
background…
Weaving the
flowers… The carpet pattern is hung up [on the loom]… Weaving the flowers
requires skill… They give that to trained workers… The first week I made 60
cents—they called it 60 para in yergeer… I got that for the whole week… One day
my mother told me that she would make something… A meal or something for
the trainers [as an excuse]… To see, to observe [what my task was]… When my
mother came and observed it… It was a big carpet… Here too, a Turk owned the
factory… In that carpet business… Many, 10 to 15, girls worked on a single rug…
[Interviewer] Armenians or Turks?
[O. Chitjian] Armenians, not Turks… These were all deported Armenians…
They had come from different regions… They were not from Malatya… They
were from different regions… When my mother saw my task, after coming home
she told my brother [Hagop]… My brother worked in the [Effendi’s] factory. He
was an overseer in the factory, the whole place [indistinct]. She told my brother:
“My son, she already has learned the carpet weaving work. What is she going to
do with that skill? She is not going to open a carpet shop… That work requires
huge capital and undertaking… It cannot be done in the house… Also she
couldn’t manage the work alone…” She said that that skill had no benefit for me.
“It is something for a laborer…”
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At a very early age, Ovsanna’s family
had realized that she was bright and a
quick learner. Since there were no
schools for a formal education, her
mother wanted her to learn a skill that
would be beneficial to her in the
future—and that is what happened. In
Haleb, she attended the shops that did
needle work. She learned a variety of
skills and patterns.
In Mexico, it was she and her younger
brother who worked outside of the
home to support the family.
When Ovsanna came to America, she
sewed all of her own clothing, and
most though not all of the clothes
worn by her family, until the 1960’s.
For many years this was mandated by
financial exigencies.

July 28, 1977

She said that she wanted me to learn a
useful skill… “After all she is a female, a
daughter… The skill should be of
[personal] value to her…” She said:
“Take her to the dikishkhana.”
Dikishkhana is the sewing factory. That
was also new… [Indistinct] There were
very skilled artisans. People who could
sew and cut… They also made military
clothing. She said: “Take her there. Let
her learn sewing there.” At that time
they were making men’s clothing. He
took me there.
I worked there for quite a while. At that
time my feet could not reach the sewing
machine [pedal]. Wherever I went the
trainer would sit me on her lap and
would teach me… In any event, for a
year I went to that men’s clothing place.
With my trainer and her daughter who
was in love with my brother. She would
take such good care of me. [Laughs]

One day my mother again complained that this is men’s and military clothing…
[Laughs] What is she going to do with that skill? [Laughs] It will again not help
her… It would be best if I sewed women’s clothing… She said that if I sewed
women’s clothing I could at least make my clothes. The job was not for wages.
Over there women do not work for a living… They would only become ordinary
artisans… It was not like here… There was not much work [for women] outside
the home anyway. Not unless they were widowed… In the apricot season…
They would cut the apricots for drying… They would do such work… Otherwise
ordinarily the women did not work [outside the house]. They would all be at
home [attending to a myriad of household chores]. So she said that job would not
work either… She said: “Take her to the dikishkhana… Only for women…” But
there, too, it was mostly men’s clothing. Somewhere else there was a seamstress
who made clothing for the wealthy 32. However they do not pay you when you
go there. You would go and work to learn. In any event, I went there… For a
year or two years… My younger sister [Nevart] was also at home… My mother
32

American missionaries; Marie Jacobsen was one
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said that she should also go… She also came… My varbed [employer or master
seamstress] had a small baby… My younger sister would play with the baby…
She did not have much of a desire to learn sewing… She always played with the
baby… My mother said [indistinct] that she should no longer go… In any event I
continued going. Eventually I learned the trade. My mistress 33 was from
Amasya. When Turks said that the Armenians who had come from other
places… Whoever wanted to go back to their hometowns… They paid their
travel expenses so that they could go…

Ovsanna (far right) in the dikishkhana in
Malatya in 1919, wearing a gold beaded
necklace bought with her earnings and red
shoes made in Malatya, both are also shown on
right.

[Interviewer] Were these local Turks?
33

She was called Mouradian. In 1964, Ovsanna made a special effort to visit her in Massachusetts.
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[O. Chitjian] Yes, local Turks. Any
outsiders who wanted to go back to their
hometowns… They paid their travel
expenses so that they could go… Many
went back… Like the Keshishians, who
were three sisters34 who had been driven
to Malatya… [Indistinct] In any event… I
mention something and forget another…
[Interviewer] You were saying that the
women and the girls would stay at home
and that they only learned skills… Who
went to the market to do the shopping?

July 28, 1977

Once in America, Ovsanna did not
continue with fine intricate needle
work once she realized how
inexpensively they were machine
made. However, she saw the
practicality of sewing clothing for
herself and her family. However, she
continued doing some simple
embroidery on her pillow cases,
nightgowns, and towels.
Mending was also a craft she learned
at an early age and one she never
gave up, never relinquishing needle
and thread in her hand.

[O. Chitjian] The men… The women, the
girls did not go to the market. Never… I
Was she reminiscing about her past
went… I was young anyway… I would go
or realizing her life’s journey?
[after Varbed returned to Amasya]… After
I learned sewing skills, I started doing
work on my own, at exactly ten years of
age… When someone came and I had to measure her, I was not tall enough…
My older sister would hold the measuring tape from above and I would read the
measurement at the bottom. I would then record the measurement… Over there
they did not have ready-made patterns like
here. It was very hard to learn, [everything]
you know. The whole day you had to make
Soon after Hampartzoum and
the pattern. You had to take the
Ovsanna came to the US, the
measurements and you had to do it with
Depression and World War II
each client’s measurements. The styles were
prevented them from having a
also not as easy as the ones today. There
luxurious lifestyle. Ovsanna
were some very difficult styles. 35
saved for the family out of
necessity, buying remnants and
hoarding material whenever she
saw a bargain. She always saved
for “tomorrow.” Emotionally
both Ovsanna and
Hampartzoum feared for what
might transpire “tomorrow.”

[Interviewer] Did the girls also do
needlework?
[O. Chitjian] Yes, very often… I used to do
needlework when I was five… When I was
three…

Gemima (13), Ughapet (Rose, 9), Nevart (?) Azhderian; from Marzivan
Hampartzoum’s wedding suit (especially the vest) shows the intricate fashioning skills she had
mastered.
34
35
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[Interviewer] How about
here [Los Angeles]?
[O. Chitjian] From early
childhood… I was not
even three or four years
old… Pillow covers… The
fancy pillows were never
used without lace… The
edges were all lace… That
was work for the girls.
They did needlework of
all kinds. There is one
type of needlework that
they crochet with large
Ovsanna’s handmade lace for collars and edges.
needles and thick yarn.
However those that we
36
made are not highly valued here. It’s not worth doing it here [in the US] [eye
strain, no time].
[Interviewer] Were girls or boys obliged to learn things related to hygiene? What
did you do when someone got sick? Did they keep them warm?
[O. Chitjian] They kept them warm.
[Interviewer] I mean anything
special…

Up to the 1970’s most of the family’s
health problems were handled
through these same home remedies.

[O. Chitjian] They would not keep
them warm in a special way.

One wonders why young people today
need so much professional medical
attention. Socialized medicine should
only be reserved for major medical
problems. Is the system abused with
mundane procedures which could be
handled through “family practice”? Or
does "family life" no longer exist in
America?

[Interviewer] So how was, for
example, mint used for cold? Were
there such little secrets for particular
diseases?
[O. Chitjian] No, the medication…
When people got a cold, they would
burn sugar, they would cover [the
head] like this [with a towel]… I do
this here today…
36

With intricate patterns, crocheted with fine thread, silk on cotton.
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[Interviewer] Sugar?
[O. Chitjian] The smoke of burnt sugar… You would cover your head with
something [like a towel and inhale] the smoke of the sugar…
[H. Chitjian] The smoke goes into your nose…
[O. Chitjian] It goes into your nose and it cures [the cold]. It goes away
immediately. It is not like taking aspirin for a long time. [Laughs] [Indistinct]
[Interviewer] What other secrets were there that they used? Other than sugar…
What other medications did they use? Was there anything special for childbirth?
[O. Chitjian] What?
[Interviewer] Childbirth…
[O. Chitjian] It was just the women… There was nothing else… It was just
ordinary… They would have natural birth… The [midwife or dieyegh] would
deliver [the baby]… There were women special for this… They would put on
[indistinct]… They would deliver the babies… There were also instances when
the mothers delivered their own babies… There was a woman in Mexico. She did
not want any midwife… She did it herself.
[Interviewer] A little while ago you said that sometimes you would go to the
Protestant assembly hall and sometimes you would go to church. So there were
quite a few Protestants.
[O. Chitjian] Yeah. There were many of them. There were many of them in
Malatya… Missionaries would come…
00:47:52

[Interviewer] What nationality? Germans? Americans?
[O. Chitjian] Americans, Germans…
[H. Chitjian] Now let her tell a story…
[O. Chitjian] The Germans… My uncles 37 were builders. They were the best
builders. They built this building for a German. He had an orphanage built in

37

Hagop and Aharon Hovnanian
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Malatya. I said earlier that my father
had a factory. They built this
[orphanage] where my father’s
factory was.
It was an open space outside the city.
My father’s business produced bad
odors, you know… The odor from the
leather [skins] and so forth… They
did not allow you to build a largescale business like that inside the
city… At that time my father did not
want to have a large-scale business…
Until the end [the final deportation of
1923], his building was still there…
They did not take it down… He, the
German, built that orphanage right
next to it. It was a big building. My
uncles built it. It was about to be
completed. The deportations had just
begun. [The German] hid them until
they completed the building. After
the building was completed [the
German] handed them [the two

July 28, 1977

Pastor Ernst J. Christoffel, born in 1876
in Rheydt/Rhineland, Germany, was
Christian Blind Mission’s (CBM’s)
founder and director for many years.
The Beginning: Turkey
In 1908, Christoffel set out for Turkey
and founded a home in Malatya for
blind and otherwise disabled and
orphaned children, with the support of
only a handful of friends. The mission
societies to which he had applied before
saw no commission for helping the blind
in the Orient.
World War I
Christoffel’s work came to an end when
the First World War broke out. In 1919,
he was expelled and Turkey remained
closed to him, as to all Germans.

uncles and their families] over [to the Turks].
[Interviewer] I did not understand…
[O. Chitjian] My uncles had begun working on
the building. Just at that time the deportations [of
1915] began.
[Interviewer] OK.
[H. Chitjian] Her uncles [were promised that
they would be spared]…
German pastor in Malatya,
Ernst Jakob Christoffel

[Interviewer] So they did not arrest them until
the building was completed.

[O. Chitjian] Yeah. The German kept them until they completed the building.
[Installing the glass windows was their final task.] Then he handed them over to
Turkish officials.
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[H. Chitjian] [Indistinct]
[O. Chitjian] My mother went and
pleaded with [the German missionary]…
She said: “You kept them [her brothers
and others] for so long.” He said: “I am
sorry but I cannot lie.” He spoke very
well Armenian. We thought this German
was Armenian. He spoke Armenian.
[Interviewer] What was his name?

Did this deception occur because the
German missionary wanted to avoid
paying the cost of building materials
and labor he owed to the Hovnanian
brothers? There is no mention that
they were paid. If the missionaries
couldn’t lie, why weren’t the brothers
handed over from the outset? Were
they not lying then?

[O. Chitjian] Mr. Riggs…
[H. Chitjian] Mr. Riggs was American…The German missionary's name was
Ehrmann 38…In yergeer there is a big tree…The oak…It grows very tall…

The courtyard of the German orphanage in Malatya run by Pastor Christoffel and
built by the Hagop and Aharon Hovnanian, brothers. The orphans shown appear
to be all girls, with female supervisors and Mirig Chaderjian. Circa 1920.
(Courtesy of Chaderjian Family, Project SAVE, Boston)
38

The missionary Ehrmann worked under the supervision of Pastor Christoffel.
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[O. Chitjian] They made lumber out of it. They made it [the lumber] themselves.
[H. Chitjian] They made everything themselves. There were huge trees in
yergeer… They cut these trees and made the lumber themselves… They made
them long, thin, and thick… That is a very difficult skill…

A panoramic view of the German orphanage in Malatya, circa 1920. (Courtesy of
Project SAVE)
[O. Chitjian] They did it together… Eventually… We have not seen our
grandmother. My father 39 grew up as an orphan. He did not have any parents.
We have not seen them. I have only seen my mother’s father. I have not seen her
mother either. My name is my mother’s mother’s name. We have only seen our
maternal grandfather [Kevork Hovnanian]. However in my grandfather’s
house… 40 They were two brothers… Altogether, there were 18 people [five
adults and 13 children]… Each brother had several children… They all lived
together. During the deportations when [the German] handed her brothers over,
the entire family… The entire family… They were Gregorians… We also… They
were taken away… On the very last day… There were very few Armenians left…
[Interviewer] You keep saying “the deportations began.” What began? What was
different from one day to the next?
[O. Chitjian] It did not begin from one day to the next. It lasted for a long time. It
went on for many months.

Sarkis Piloyan, born 1847
Ovsanna always talked about visiting her grandfather’s house, where her uncles and their
families lived. Her cousins were about the same age as herself. She called this house “Mamentz
dooneh.”
39
40
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[H. Chitjian] It went on for two, three months. 41
[Interviewer] But how? What happened?
[O. Chitjian] At the beginning there was nothing; it was peaceful. They said that
the Armenians should surrender all the arms they have to the government. They
said that Armenians must not have any weapons. 42
[Interviewer] Did you have weapons in your house?
[O. Chitjian] No. My brother [Khachadour] had some in his house but we did
not have any. For example my father did not have any. Many who had some… It
was the government’s orders… Some surrendered them, some hid them…
[Interviewer] Did they not suspect something was afoot?
[O. Chitjian] What?
[Interviewer] Did they suspect anything?
[O. Chitjian] Suspect?
[Interviewer] Why would people have to turn in their weapons all of a sudden?
[O. Chitjian] Yeah… No, [the Armenians] did not suspect anything. Even if they
did, there was nothing they could do. If that was the government’s law they had
to do it. They handed them over, but they soon became so strict that everyone
had to surrender their weapons. They started searching the houses. My mother…
There were underground places [cellars]… Like a porch… It had recently shifted.
It was damp. [The soldiers] came and dug that out. They thought that we were
hiding weapons there. They dismantled the whole place. They did not find
anything. because we did not have anything.
Eventually, they gathered all the weapons… They were so intimidating that even
if you did not have any weapons you had to buy them and hand them over.
Many Armenians did this… [The Turks] were very insistent… So that you would
buy a weapon from someone else and hand that one in [another way of
confiscating all weapons wherever they were]…

The Hovnanian family was taken by surprise. A dignified German missionary [Emond] had
assured their safety just as the Turkish Effendi was harboring the Piloyans.
42 In Perri, the Turkish officials first shut down the schools and then started to pick up weapons.
In Malatya, they first picked up the weapons and then shut down the schools.
41
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My father again went to [Mehmet Effendi]… At the onset [of the killings and
deportations,] he went and told him that [the government] wants weapons…
[Sarkis] added that he could find some weapons but that he did not have any.
The Turk insisted: “If you hand them over, later the consequences will be
serious.” He said: “You do not need to do it. You do not have any weapons. They
won’t do anything.” So my father told them [the Turkish soldiers] that he does
not have any arms. Oh… Go and ask him [the Effendi]… So many things to
remember… Which one can you tell?
[Interviewer] So what did they do after they gathered the arms?
[O. Chitjian] After gathering the arms they started arresting the important
people, the prominent people… They took them to prison…
[Interviewer] In other words, in Malatya,
did they arrest the priests and clergymen?
Whom did they arrest?
[O. Chitjian] More like Dashnag
members…
[Interviewer] How did they know who
was Dashnag?

Rounding up leaders and
influential persons, disarming and
arresting younger men, and
intimidating the general public-this was the general pattern used
across the country to remove the
Armenian population of Anatolia
with as little effort as possible.

[O. Chitjian] The Armenians… One was
my brother… Singing Dashnag songs,
shouting and screaming… Sometimes the leaders would go to clubs…
[Interviewer] Did they do these openly?
[O. Chitjian] They did these openly. My father used to say: “They are playing
with your [young men’s] heads [the Dashnags are indoctrinating you]. Don’t do
it! Don’t do it! Don’t do such things!” They would respond: “No, this time we
know what we are doing.” The Armenians were also very brazen. When I was
young I would hear… In boys’ schools… They would sing Dashnag songs and so
forth… We will do this and do that… The Armenians were boasting and
swaggering even before doing anything… They started arresting such people…
The clergymen… They arrested everyone who was prominent… After they were
done with them… After they arrested them, they killed them… They did not
keep them after they arrested them…
After [the young men] were taken, those who remained [older men, women, and
children], what power did they have? None. Next they started with families…
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They started entering houses… There were, umm, carts [horse-drawn carts]…
There were these carts in yergeer… The cart would appear in front of the door…
We did not know anything about it [we were not anticipating anything because
we were innocent]… The cart came in the morning… “Hukumet sizi istiyor
[Turkish] [the government wants you].” The government wants you. Without
saying anything else… Nothing… You would immediately leave your house as it
was and you would board the cart… And you would never come back… You
would vanish [be killed]…That is how they did it… From house to house… A
few carts… That’s how they cleared a few neighborhoods day by day…
[Interviewer] You saw this. You heard that they would take the neighborhood
away…
[O. Chitjian] Yeah! Yeah! [emphatically]
[Interviewer] However your father and brother ran to that Turk’s…
[O. Chitjian] [At this time,] we were already hiding at that Turk’s place. We
were also in his house. My mother would sometimes go to our personal house…
We would encounter our Armenian neighbors… One day there were these two
[elderly spinster] sisters… They had taken off their shoes… Kushgur… Do you
know what kushgur is? The droppings of oxen and cows and a little bit of straw…
You know the chaff of the wheat… They mix the two and make them into bricks
to burn [for cooking and heating]… They burn that in houses… [Indistinct] for
burning [cooking and washing clothes]… These two had taken off their shoes
and were making kushgur by stomping on the mixture of dung and chaff with
their bare feet… At that time they were arresting people from everywhere… My
mother said: “My child what is
it? What is this that you have
engaged yourselves? Is this
necessary at this time?”
“Whatever we have we must
protect,” they replied with
pride… My mother was also
aware of what was happening…
She knew that they were
arresting everyone…
“Ohhh, just because you went to
the Turk’s house and you are
safe… And we are going to be
picked up here!” They replied
haughtily… The very next day
A pile of kushgur in the Kharpert area in
they were picked up… [Laughs]
2008. The disks are not dried yet.
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What I mean is that no one knew from where or when they [the Turkish officials]
would come [to take you]… There were carts like that canvassing the
neighborhoods…
[Interviewer] So they would take the women also…
[O. Chitjian] Women, men, the whole family… They would take whomever they
could find…
[Interviewer] You were in [the Effendi’s] house. Did they leave you alone even
when you went back to your own house to get something?
[O. Chitjian] Yeah, they did not do anything.
[H. Chitjian] They went covertly, not openly.
[O. Chitjian] No, they did not do anything. In the street… There was no trouble
when you walked in the street. What would happen if a woman walked in the
street? There was no problem for the women… It was only… 43 For example, my
brother [Khachadour] could not… My brother did not go out into the street… He
would not go out because they were looking for him… However, one day, my
brother… There was heavy rain and hail… They would say each one was a
picture of the moon… The hail piled up like this… At that time… He had three
children… At that same time my eldest sister [ half-sister Margarite] was also
there with Khachadour… Their house, my brother’s house, was in a mostly
Armenian neighborhood… Ours was a Turkish neighborhood… Because my
older sister was a little older, my mother brought her to our house. She did that
so that she would be safer because they were abducting girls and so forth. She
was there with us… Once, my brother tried [to come to our house]… The Turks
have a sheet… They call it charshaf [eshram]… It is different [from what Armenian
women wore]… It is also like a shawl, but it is so big that it covers the entire
body, the face, everything… He asked for such a sheet from the [Effendi]…
However how was he going to disguise himself? He was a tall man… He covered
himself with that sheet, but his shoes were men’s shoes… He covered himself
up… He came over to see his children [who were with us]… He wanted to know
if anything had happened to them in that rain and hail… When he came my
mother said: “Aman, son, you brought snow on your head…” She said:
“However go back quickly just as you came.” They went back with my mother.
He was not caught that time. He did not come across any evil people that time
and he was not caught. That is, my brother should have kept himself hidden. If
he had not gone out that last time he would have escaped [with us].
43

During those three months, the Armenians dare not reveal their ethnic identity in the streets.
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[Interviewer] How was life when you lived in that house? Did you live there as
servants or as guests? What did you do?
[O. Chitjian] We lived as guests. My mother cooked for us separately. We ate
[separately]… They are, umm… The Turks cover themselves more… They had
workers… A couple of Armenian girls! Sarkis’s daughter-in-law [Khachadour’s
wife] was there… She worked in the Effendi’s house… A few Armenian girls
worked as housemaids. They used to cook, wash dishes… They had a cow, they
would milk the cow… They did such work… However in our case… It was just
our family… We had a large [separate] room of our own… We all lived there…
[Interviewer] Were these Armenian girls who were working as servants [slaves]
from poor families? Or was it because they wanted to flee the deportations?
[O. Chitjian] No, it was to flee the
deportations… They had already taken
[killed] their parents and a few
isolated girls [rich or poor] remained
as orphans [slaves] scattered around…

A good example of how even Turks
with some influence and position
were under surveillance and easily
deceived by the Turkish regime then
in power. These actions were
meticulously planned and executed.

[End of Side B of Tape 1]
01:02:32

[Begin Side A of Tape 2]
[Interviewer] How long did you live there? With the family…
[O. Chitjian] We stayed there for two [three] months…
[Interviewer] Two [three] months…
[O. Chitjian] Until everything calmed down and the air cleared… Until
everything was cleaned up… When we were there… Let me say this so that I do
not forget… He kept us for so long, right? At the end… The government knew
that he hid many Armenians… Besides us there were thousands [as stated] of
Armenians working in that factory… He would go to the [deportation] fields and
gather them, saying he needed them… He made military clothing, right? Because
of that they would allow him… Since he made military clothing [1914-1922]… So
that these Armenians would sew them… He would gather and bring them…
Everyone, of course, did some type of work… He saved thousands of [many]
Armenians from there… I remember one thing and forget another…
[H. Chitjian] You were saying that when you were caught…
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[Interviewer] You were going to say what happened after…
[O. Chitjian] The government realized that the Effendi had rescued many
Armenians. At the last meeting… He would go to all the meetings… [At this
point, the Turkish officials] decided among themselves that they would trick
[catch] this man… They convinced the Effendi to release the Armenians… So that
the Armenians would go out [of the Effendi’s factory compound]… Whatever
[few] Armenians were left… We will set them free… We will give them a paper
saying that they are free… So that the Armenians would come out [reveal
themselves]… They deceived this Turk so that he would allow the Armenians to
go out in public… The Effendi believed them [Turkish officials]. Not suspecting
that there would be such deception…
One morning, there was a loud knock on the Effendi’s door… “Takh, takh…”They
were policemen with batons in their hands… The police… All formally
dressed… Over there you would be scared of the [presence of the] police… It
was not like here… He saw that it was them… The Effendi asked what they
wanted… The officials said that [my parents] had to go to the government [to
pick up a document]… They called it vesika [document]… So that they would be
free… They were supposed to go for that reason… My brother’s wife had a baby
in her lap and was also pregnant… In that situation… Now she was a separate
family, right… They said that since she is a different family she must also come
with the little baby…
Since the Effendi was deceived… He
reassured them that they would be back
in an hour… “You will just go to the
If there was only deportation, why
assembly hall, get the paper, and come
were these Armenians not free to
back…” This is how much the officials
roam in the streets without fear?
had convinced them.
Why would an Armenian who had
helped a Turk live in fear of being
caught? What was this document or
“vesika”? Who drew it up? What
was its purpose? Was it a ruse?

My mother said… She had just baked
bread… She said: “Should we take some
bread or something for the baby in case
he gets hungry?” He repeated, “No, you
will come back in an hour. There is no
need for food.” So our sister-in-law took
her baby… My father… From the factory… My brother [Setrag]… My father…
The whole family [the children] stayed in the Effendi’s house. Only my father and
my mother [and Khachadour’s wife and her children] went to get that paper
stating that we would be safe…
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They went… The hours passed… It was getting dark… They still were not
back… The Effendi realized that this was a different matter. He sent them some
food with his worker… My older brother [Setrag]… He was 14 or 15 years old…
That is my full brother… He questioned, “Why are they so late?”
[H. Chitjian] [Indistinct]
[O. Chitjian] He asked, “Why are they so late? Maybe we should go there
also…” The Effendi said, “No, they will come back.” We waited but they did not
come back that night. So the Effendi sent food with his workers. The next day we
were crying… “We want our mother! We want our father! When will our mother
come back?” I remember very well… He took me on his lap to console me and
said with sympathy: “They will come now…” He tried to convince my brother
that they will return. He was such a caring man… “They will come, they will not
be late…” However, by the next day, the Effendi realized that he had been
deceived… They were not to come back… At that time…
Earlier, [much] earlier, before they arrested all the people… There were many
Protestants in Malatya. Also Catholics… The Protestants and the Catholics…
They were instructed that they would not be taken… Protestants and Catholics
were not to be deported. 44
[H. Chitjian] The Germans were Protestants, that’s why.
[O. Chitjian] Well, whoever decided this… They [the Protestants] should not be
taken… However this [particular] Turk did not bring this up. Government
officials rounded up all of them [Protestant and Gregorian] equally… On the last
day… Just as my uncles were hidden [by Germans to complete their hospital]…
Other Turks were hiding other workers… The artisans who were important for
them… They were hiding here and there [by then]… Only these families were
left… It was at this point that news came out that the Protestants, Catholics, and
so forth [would be spared]… Even that did
not hold true all of the time… They eventually
took all of them [Gregorians and Protestants]
to a field [to kill them]… Supposedly, they
If Armenians were to be
would give them papers for their safety
relocated to “safer” places,
why were the Protestants
[freedom]… However after they were taken
and the Catholics exempted?
there, there was nothing… They simply
declared that the Protestants would be freed…
My older sister was also there… The daughter
This point is critical in that it underscores that not all Armenians were treated the same (they
were treated based on their religion). How do denialists address this point?
44
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Catholic and Protestant Armenians were (on paper) exempted from deportation
from the outset because they never took part in nationalist activities (and were
even opposed to them). However, when the deportations began in the late spring
of 1915, many Catholic and Protestant Armenians were also deported (and even
killed), but this depended on the area and the decisions of local officials. When the
German and Austrian ambassadors protested the horrors of the deportations in
general and the failure of the Ottoman government to implement the exemption
rule for Catholics and Protestants, Prime Minister Talat Pasha issued a decree in
August 1915, calling an end to the deportations and reiterating the exemption of
Catholics and Protestants. The decree had some effect, but local officials used
loopholes in the order and previous decrees to continue deporting Armenians, in
some cases even Catholics and Protestants.
Ovsanna’s reference to “news that the Protestants and Catholics would be spared”
is probably related to this decree. This also means that the incident she is relating
occurred in August 1915.

from my father’s previous marriage [Margarite]… She also had two children…
She was also half-and-half [Protestant]… They were also a separate family but
she was Gregorian [on her husband’s side]… They were also there… The few
families who had been spared up to this point were all there. The next day they
were to be deported…
Suddenly a horseman [appeared]… My father told us… [He rode] like lightning
[bringing new orders]… They had already separated all the men in that field…
They had lined up the men and were about to shoot and kill them… The
women… They were to be taken wherever… They would scatter them about for
whoever wanted to abduct them for whatever purpose… The men were lined up
and the Turks were ready to shoot them [at that very moment]… [My father]
said a horseman… “Like an angel,” he said…
“He rode so fast and arrived… He shouted:
‘Lower the guns…’” If another moment had
Christian missionaries are
elapsed my father would not be alive… 45 The
still being harassed and killed
horseman said they would separate whoever is
in Turkey in 2007. How and
Protestant or Catholic among them… They
why is this happening in a
“democratic” country?
would be saved and the others would go…
Now my older sister was Gregorian because of
Example of quick change of orders and decrees; who was spared and who was not was decided
by the government.
45
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her mother-in-law [who was Gregorian] and her two children were with her 46…
[Interviewer] Over there, who could have said who is what? If they all raised
their hands and said they were all Protestants, who could have known that they
were lying?
[H. Chitjian] The Armenians would not lie [Gregorians and Protestants were
God-fearing at that point]… Now, listen to what she has to say!
[O. Chitjian] Now, listen… My father… My uncles’ families [were Gregorian]…
There were the children of my mother’s brothers… They were about our age…
Some were older, some younger… There were five of us and we were not with
[my father]… My father could have said that those five children were his… He
did that for my sister’s [Margarite's] children… My sister’s two children… He
said that those were his… [Indistinct] My mother said… Three of them… My
sister was also there… Three of them… He said that these three are my
children… He could have asked for two more… [My mother said], “You could
have taken two of my brother’s [Hovnanian’s] children.” However, [my father
said]: “They were not mine. I could not lie.”
[H. Chitjian] Protestants don’t lie [with sarcasm]…
[O. Chitjian] My mother said: “He
could have saved [innocent] lives. Is
that lying?” However, he said: “No,
I cannot lie.” Reluctantly… My
father… My father was a devout
Christian and Protestant…
[H. Chitjian] Yeah, he said no… Try
to appreciate that…

As much as Ovsanna pondered this
dilemma, she could not resolve the
question of why her cousins
(Khachadour’s three children and the
two Hovnanian girls) died. As far as
she could remember, all the children
were loved and cared for as much as
she and her siblings were. Her only
answer was that her cousins died of
sorrow and grief for their parents and
that they gave up “instinctively.” This
phenomenon has been reported with
other families also.

[O. Chitjian] In any event,
whatever happened… They all were
gone… The whole family… After
some time two little girls
[Hovnanians]… One was my age,
the other younger… A Kurd had
taken them… These girls had heard that there still were Armenians…

They left for France some time later; Avedis [Kevork and Margarite, offspring in Lyon] and
Sarkis [Hovhannes and Haroutune, offspring] Kepeneckian [in Roman]
46
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They ran away and came to us… After
staying with us for quite some time, that
Various pandemics, mainly flu but also
Kurd… I do not know how he had
cholera and typhus, were spreading
heard… Such things were discussed on
everywhere after the end of World
the dinner table… When he entered our
War I. Nonetheless, these two causes of
house,
loss of life were brought about by the
these girls were so scared… They
mass killings. Most of the bodies were
not buried, resulting in the
screamed hysterically… When that
contamination of water, air, and land.
Kurd entered to get them… Then my
father explained nicely that these were
the only survivors of their families… He
said, “What will you do with them if
you take them?” We are going to keep them like our children… My father said,
“No, whatever happens I will not give them up…” So [the Kurds] left. [The girls]
stayed with us… Later, with much difficulty, my mother cared for all the
remaining children…
In any event they were not lucky… Those two stayed…
In addition, there were three or four from my brother’s family… From my older
brother’s [Khachadour’s] family… They also stayed with us… Our sister-in-law
[Khachadour’s wife] was pregnant when they shot my brother… Of course she
was very upset… Then she got sick and died… Her children also… They stayed
with us for a few years… Unfortunately, one by one [they died]… It was as if it
was God’s will… [Indistinct] They lived with us…
One of my brothers [half brother Manoug] who lives here in Fresno used to say:
“It is a miracle that your entire family survived but all of my brother’s children
died.” Was it our fault that they died?
[H. Chitjian] After the massacre there were diseases spreading… 47
[O. Chitjian] In any event only a few households remained… Protestants and
Catholics… Even though the Turkish Effendi who hid us for so long… If at that
time there was no amnesty for the Protestants, my father and my mother would
have [been killed]… We would have stayed there but what? [The children would
become orphans.]
[H. Chitjian] There was something else. Tell her about the time he took…

Hampartzoum himself was struck with typhoid. “A Hair’s Breadth From Death,” Chapter 27,
page 198.
47
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[O. Chitjian] Yeah, as much as we say that they were good, after all they were
Turks. Also everyone looks after their own interests. Now, my father… He had a
large inventory of leatherware… All that my father owned was there… My
father was a merchant… He used to send leather pieces to Haleb, Dikranagerd
after they were processed… They were worth a lot… A huge amount in gold…
That was everything he had earned in his entire life… When he stopped working
[after the charrt he was not able to resume his business], he stored all the
processed leather in a room… He took them to this factory so that they would be
safe… One day, he went there and they were not there… Who would have stolen
those from the factory? He did it [the Effendi profited from the Armenians he
rescued]… He claimed his workers did it [stole the leather], supposedly…
[H. Chitjian] Who were thieves…
[O. Chitjian] He was the thief… It was the Effendi [himself] who stole it… He
claimed that the other workers stole them… How could you verify? He saved
our lives and that was it… He took the leather, our property… In addition, my
mother had inherited very nice diamond rings from her former husband… She
had gold coins… Hundreds of them… They called them beshibirlik [five in one]…
When my mother walked outside everyone pointed at her… She gave all of those
to him [the Effendi for safekeeping]… She gave him even our earrings, her
rings, 48 ornaments… With the understanding that he would return them… Not a
word… One day we went… My mother took me with her… She pleaded with
him: “If you would only return Ovsanna’s earring…” He said: “I have taken very
good care of them. That one is not worth much. I will bring her one that is
better…” What earring? Nothing… He is yet to bring them…
[H. Chitjian] Tell her about the other woman…
[O. Chitjian] There was another woman who… Their goods… Umm, their
furniture, clothing, goods… They were… What do they call people who sell
fabric here? In yergeer they called them tujjar [merchant]…
[H. Chitjian] What?
[O. Chitjian] Tujjar…
[H. Chitjian] [Indistinct]
[O. Chitjian] A vendor of clothing and fabrics… These were all rich people…
They gave what they had, their fabrics, to this man… They asked him to keep
48

Her wedding ring had a huge brilliant diamond.
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them until they came back… So that they would have some stock when they
came back from the deportations… They felt that they would return… Every
Turk who got something like this saved them… That is how these few
Armenians escaped… For example, if a Turk was your neighbor, you would give
your property to him, they would hide you… That is how they went and that is
how they escaped… This woman gave her goods to that man, the Effendi… After
she escaped she came and asked for her goods… He replied that there is nothing
there… Who knows what the Effendi did with all that… He traded them… He
sold them, bartered them… 49 Jewelry would not stay in one place [for a period of
time]… He said there is nothing… This woman yelled at him a little… The next
day they sent her into exile. That whole household… 50
[H. Chitjian] You mean the whole family…
01:19:57

[O. Chitjian] The whole family… Household meaning the family… They were
all deported … What?
[Interviewer] How long were you able to stay with him [the Turk] after your
father escaped? Your father escaped, right?
[O. Chitjian] Yeah.
[Interviewer] He came back…
[O. Chitjian] All of us… When my father
and my brother [Setrag] escaped, we all
returned home with the whole family…
[Interviewer] Whose house?
[O. Chitjian] Our own house.
[Interviewer] You returned.

The deportations of the Armenians
finally (and in practice) stopped
some time in the spring of 1916
(even though they were ordered
stopped in August 1915). Deported
and surviving Armenians were even
allowed to return in 1916. However,
those who returned eventually had
to live through famine and disease
as the Ottoman Empire crumbled in
1917 and 1918 and the survivors
had to leave in 1919-1922 when
Turkish nationalists drove out
Allied forces out of Anatolia.

The Effendi profited materially from the Armenians he saved. He also benefited from their
skilled labor, which could not have been replaced with Turks or Kurds. This labor was critical for
Turkey’s war effort at this point in time. This was slave labor. There was no monetary
compensation, nor could they have refused to work.
50 The Turks realized that the Armenians were hiding gold and silver coins of various
denominations, jewelry, and so forth. They did this because, when told about the deportations,
they expected to return to their homes. Thus, it was much easier to obtain this “treasure” by
having the owners hand them over for “safekeeping.”
49
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[O. Chitjian] Yeah. We went back to our same house [bought in my mother’s
name]; at this time we were safe. There was no longer any danger [during this
period]. 51
[Interviewer] What work did your father do?
[O. Chitjian] The leather business…
[Interviewer] No, afterwards…
[O. Chitjian] When we returned [my father] continued working at the factory.
[Interviewer] His own or the Turk’s?
[O. Chitjian] The Turk’s… The Turk’s factory… My brother [Setrag] also worked
there. We stayed there until we left the country.
[Interviewer] How did you carry on with your life? Now that there were not
many Armenians left…
[O. Chitjian] Yeah, but there were still a few of them here and there. Our life…
My brothers [Setrag and Hagop], my father worked in the factory… There were
also a few Armenians… There was no longer any church, school, or similar
things [Armenian institutions]…
[H. Chitjian] When the Americans came they opened [an orphanage instead]…
[O. Chitjian] After the deportations, there was not any particular fear… How
did we continue? The orphanage… An orphanage for Armenians… 52 53The
Americans came and gathered [orphans] from Turkish houses… Those orphans
came from various villages… [The Americans] would bring them… The Turks
[and Kurds] went to those places and took whomever they wanted [abandoned
Armenian orphans]… Whatever they wanted… Whether they wanted girls or
boys… They would take whomever they wanted… People who survived in such
places… When they wanted to remain Armenian… They would run [from
Turkish or Kurdish bondage] and they would come [to the American
The family lived in the Effendi’s house for only three months. Then it returned its former house.
Most likely, the Effendi had kept an eye on it to make sure that it was not ransacked or occupied.
52 Nearly half of Ovsanna's social circle was made up of women who attended this orphanage.
Their Mayrig was Chaderian. Thus, the camaraderie within the group was quite understandable.
There was also a strong bond with their offspring.
53 The Armenian Library and Museum of America (ALMA) in Boston has a large collection of the
needlework the orphans made in the Mayrig Chaderian collection.
51
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orphanage]… They knew that there was an orphanage for Armenians… When
the Americans opened that orphanage, it helped many Armenians and Armenian
orphans… They would all tell each other that there is such an orphanage, you
know… The Turks, the Armenians were all mixed [in our neighborhood]…
There were Armenian women who worked for Turks… They were widowed and
destitute… Where else were they going to work? They would bake bread and do
the laundry for the Turks… When they went like that and saw a young
Armenian girl in the Turkish house… They would, for example, say: “There is an
Armenian orphanage. Would you like to escape and go there?” If the girl said
“yes,” they would inform the orphanage and [the missionaries] would go and
get the girl. That is how they filled that orphanage. With young kids from
Turkish houses…
After that [after we returned to the
family house], we lived like that… It
was quite all right… Quite some time
later… What year was it? It was
1917… It was about 1917… They
started again… In the church… This
was the Gregorian church
[indistinct]… It was not the church
[indistinct]… In any event, we heard…
The Gregorian church… When I say
there was no church afterwards, the
Gregorians had something small
[makeshift]… They brought a
clergyman from somewhere… They
used it as a church…

The abandoned Armenian church of
Malatya (picture taken in 2007). The
dome of the church collapsed in 2002.
Ovsanna and her family worshipped in
this church. There was talk of repairing
and restoring it at government expense
in 2010 but nothing came of it.

[H. Chitjian] That was in 1918. In 1917
the Germans were still there. They
could not attend. The Americans came
in 1918 and some Armenians began to open up…
[O. Chitjian] In any event there was one church where they continued… In that
church… As I said earlier, girls would go wearing shawls [covering their head
and shoulders], they would not veil their faces…
[Interviewer] Your brother, who was a Dashnag member in the past… After he
escaped and he came back [interviewer misunderstood]… Did such party work
continue or did everything die out?
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[O. Chitjian] No that brother did not survive, the one who was a party
member… Remember, I said that he went out to find out the whereabouts of his
friend… They took his friend and he was also shot [beginning of the
onslaught]…
[Interviewer] OK. So the one who escaped with your father is another one
[Setrag]. 54
[O. Chitjian] That one is different. That is my younger brother [Setrag]. He was
about 15 years old.
[H. Chitjian] She had four brothers and only three survived…
[O. Chitjian] Yeah, the eldest one [half brother Khachadour] was lost [killed]…
[Interviewer] Until when did you stay in yergeer?
[O. Chitjian] We stayed there until 1923…
[H. Chitjian] Until 1922…
[Interviewer] Why did you stay and why did you leave?
[O. Chitjian] That was our yergeer. Where were we supposed to go? You know,
it is your family… Where are you going to go as a refugee when you do not
have a plan to leave your homeland? For better or worse we had remained in
our place [land]… Later [in 1922] they abducted a girl again from the church…
The Turks entered [the church]… There was again a rumbling of rumors… They
began to intimidate us saying that they will give us trouble again… At that
time, in truth, this man, the Turk, called my father and said: “I know that you
will not become a Turk [you will not convert]. Your children were young then [in
1915]. Your daughters were not grown up. Now your daughters are mature. This
is no longer a place for you.” He said that it is better… By then, one of my
brothers [Setrag]—the one I just said was 14-15 years old—had escaped to
America through the orphanage. 55 That was earlier… [The Turk] said it would be
better if you also leave… We left… He said he could no longer be our protector…
So now, you know, we were [once again] unsafe among the Turks… [Indistinct]
Out of fear for that Turk… Our Turkish neighbors who treated us so nicely
because they were afraid of that Turk… They knew that he was our guardian.
54
55

Interviewer is getting tired and has a hard time focusing on pertinent questions.
With the help of American missionaries.
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We were safe… We never lived in doubt among the Turks… No fear, no
nothing… We were not afraid that they would kill or shoot… We never had that
fear [for our lives]… Thanks to that man… They all knew that… He was a
prominent man… Then later… What were we saying?
[H. Chitjian] He told you that he can no longer…
[O. Chitjian] Yeah, he said that he can no longer help us… He did not say he
would not but that he could not… When the children grow older I no longer can
[protect them]… The government was also against him. Because this man hid so
many Armenians, they sent him to Bolis to shoot him, to kill him… All the Turks
came out and said that this man is an Armenophile and that he hid Armenians…
To shoot him…
[H. Chitjian] They would put him in jail…
[O. Chitjian] No, they took him to Bolis to shoot him, to kill him. They took him
to Bolis to kill… He was a very clever man. He escaped with whatever means,
who knows… Later he rose further to much higher office and esteem and
returned home… When he was about to come back they made an
announcement… They shut down all the stores and markets to celebrate his
return. All the people were out in the streets… When… They call it payton
[phaeton or horse carriage] there… It is pulled by horses… It is not an
automobile… 56
[H. Chitjian] A horse carriage…
[O. Chitjian] When he was about to board his carriage, he called my father to his
side. The very first thing he did was, he asked him to sit by his side above
everyone else. In his carriage… So that they would know… He respected my
father like his brother… [My father] had saved his life earlier… For those favors
[the Effendi] respected my father highly… The Turks again wanted to take his
life… They said: “Again he allowed the giavour [infidel[ sit next to him.” The
Turks called the Armenians giavour. In any event they came back safely. So we
did not have any fears. That Turk promised us… He was also a very tasteful
man. There was no electricity in Malatya. He was the first to bring electricity to
Malatya. In front of his house, he built a big, bigger than this room [living room
24’ by 15’]… What do they call them? Do they call them fountains?

Sarkis never found out what transpired in Constantinople. The Effendi might have been
arrested for harboring Armenians. Still, his status and esteem was elevated after this event. Yet,
ironically, he no longer had the power to ensure safety for the Armenians he had previously
protected from death and deportation [Insert e-mail from Millie?]
56
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[Interviewer] Yeah…
[O. Chitjian] He built one like that. All around [the fountains] there were
[statues] of different kinds of animals and birds. The water shot upward in the
center. Water came out of the mouths of those animal statues… The electrical
lights hung above that water… They were colorful… Whatever chandelier it was,
you know… Colorful… Pink, green, yellow… When they shone on the water, the
reflection would be so beautiful… I have never seen anything like that here. I
have not seen anything that beautiful. The people… Just like people here wait in
line for a show… Every day, you know… They would wait in line to see those
electrical lights. He promised that he would bring electricity to our house also.
We did not stay there [long enough for that opportunity]… He said that this
time [the officials] are very opposed to him also… You know, the
[government]… He said it would be
better for us [to leave] since… My
brother Setrag had already left… At that
Totally unaware of the larger
time my brother was 18-19… He got
picture of what was happening in
engaged and, shortly after, he secretly
the world at this time and
escaped with his fiancée [with the
Turkey’s “war of liberation” and
American missionaries]. They had come
internal politics, the Piloyan
to America. We were still in Malatya
family was at the mercy of a
when they came to America. They too
decree that might come at any
moment. These decrees caught the
were robbed by chetehs on the way
Armenians off guard and put their
[physically hurt (Mariam had scars on
lives in a state of confusion and
her face), psychologically maimed for
turmoil. Thus, their history of
life—terrified!]. My brother and so
perpetual confusion, despair, and
forth…
submission. This was the point of
conception of the modern
Republic of Turkey and the
Armenian’s in their 3,000 year
homeland were subjected to
exile if they wanted to keep
their Christian heritage.

[H. Chitjian] [Indistinct]
[O. Chitjian] When we were on our
way… We started out… We had gone
half way…
[H. Chitjian] They were going from
Malatya to Haleb…

[O. Chitjian] We were going to Haleb. There is a village called Besin [Besni]… It
is midway… When we arrived there… They call them chetehs [bands of
brigands]… Robbers… Turkish fedayees… The ones who went before us… You
know, all the Armenians were migrating. They went to Haleb and Beirut. So that
they would go on to America... Everyone had someone in America. They were
leaving to go to America. They were all leaving Turkey. They call them barkhana
47
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[caravan]… In groups… There would always be one group leaving… When we
got half way… The mule drivers who were taking us… They told us that there
are so many brigands in the mountains that we are surrounded by them. We
could go neither forward nor backward. Moreover we were in such a savage
village… There was a place like a hotel [khan]… They took us there… The Turks
who surrounded us tormented us by saying “we will slaughter you tomorrow [in
Turkish]. Kheesh!! [motioning with finger that their throats would be slit]…
Tomorrow we will slaughter you.” They shouted, “You cannot go forward and
you cannot go back…” The ones before us… The barkhana before us… The
whole group was robbed and the girls were abducted… The horses were idling
here and there… No one knew what happened to their cargo… The last one,
again… We were stuck there… Oh, it was such a savage place…
[End of Side A of Tape 2]
[Begin Side B of Tape 2]
[O. Chitjian] We were with a large group. If you stayed you had to pay the
expenses for all the mule drivers… What the animals ate as well as our food…
After all, these are all expenses… You had to pay [the government]—they
wouldn’t [give]… We stayed there… It was a large group, perhaps 200 people…
To be safer we merged with groups coming from other areas--Kharpert and other
towns, not just Malatya… That way we merged into one large group and we
arrived… [At this point in Besni,] my father sent a telegram with one of our
guardsmen [horsemen] to the Effendi… 57 We could not go forward we could not
go backward. The chetehs were in the
mountains… We were destitute… This
man replied to my father. He told him
The trek from Malatya was slow,
not to move forward before hearing
treacherous, and frightening. The
from him…
elders were always afraid that their
daughters might be grabbed and
abused. Maritza, the eldest young
girl in the family, was deeply affected
by these events. Her physical
ailments never left her. All girls did
their utmost to detract their
appearance in one way or another.

[Interviewer] Which man is this?
[O. Chitjian] The man, the Effendi who
saved us...
[Interviewer] Oh…

[O. Chitjian] [Indistinct] [The Effendi]
replied… The horseman went and
came back with his reply… The Turk sent 200 soldiers on horses. They escorted
57

The Effendi had provided two horsemen to accompany the Piloyan family at the outset.
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us to Kilis [which is 36 miles from Haleb]. From there… After that the mule
drivers abandoned us… We had paid them until Haleb and it was still quite a
ways until Haleb… The mule
drivers returned the money
we had paid from there until
[Haleb]… The mule drivers
were paid until Haleb…
They returned it [the unused
portion]… We took the
money… Then we continued
on to Haleb by train. That is
how we arrived…
The expenses of the mule
drivers, all the expenses were
covered by my father [using
my mother’s jewelry from
her first husband]… We
arrived in Haleb… We had
compatriots there [the
Mouradian family], as well
as people from other villages.
At this point, each family
was on its own… We
remained in Haleb for two
years. Many unfamiliar
Malatyatzee members of our
group acknowledged that it
was because of my father’s
help [monetary assistance
and the soldiers who came]
that they were saved. Even
though they knew nothing
about him [Sarkis]. He had
just done a nice deed to save
their lives, that’s all.

Map showing location of Besni relative to
Malatya and Kilis in modern Turkey and
Haleb in modern Syria. Distances: MalatyaBesni, 52 miles; Besni-Kilis, 79 miles; KilisHaleb, 36 miles [total 169 miles].

The credit should go to the Effendi… He saved us… We could all have been
robbed or killed in Besni… After all he rescued us… It was appreciation to the
Turk… If he had not done what he did, what would we have done? Finally we
arrived safely… We stayed in Haleb…
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At some point, before our departure from
Malatya, [the Effendi] told us: “If you want,
register your house in my name…” [The
What happened to the
house was recorded in Hripsimeh's name.]
Armenian deportees who did
go back? A good subject
We were going to abandon it anyway… What
worthy of future research
else could we have done? [We had no chance
to sell it at a fair price.] He said: “Make it in
my name. If you come back… You may not
like it in Haleb… Something may happen… You may not be able to go to
America, and so forth… You can then come back to your house and stay there for
free…” He said “otherwise…” 58
Ovsanna would jokingly and often recount the
incident when one of the horsemen, without asking,
set her upon a donkey while the others were
packing.
Frantically, without a good understanding of what
the future held, Hripsimeh had to pack for a family
of seven. She gathered an assortment of articles she
felt they would need on the trek to Haleb. Since
Margarite and her in-laws remained in Malatya,
she left many family possessions with them. These
included a piano Setrag had bought for his wife
Mariam. Ovsanna remembered they removed
cardboard frames from family photos to lighten
their load. Unfortunately, only two photos survived
the ordeal.
Their donkeys were laden with an assortment of
non-perishable foodstuffs, towels, wool comforters,
and bronzeware for everyday use. Hripsimeh was a
renowned pakhlava maker. Thus, she packed three
of her large pakhlava tepsees [baking pans] with
her. She also took with her bone combs to clean out
lice, since both Hripsimeh and the girls wore long
and thick braids. She carefully packed the almost
unused shawl she had woven in her teen years for
her trousseau (for her first, short-lived marriage).
She also took with her the few diamonds and gold
pieces she still had from her first marriage.

[H. Chitjian] [Indistinct]
[O. Chitjian] [Indistinct]
[Interviewer] [Indistinct]
[O. Chitjian] We arrived safely
in Haleb. We stayed in Haleb for
two years. My brother [Hagop]
worked [made shoes]…
[Interviewer] Did you father do
any business or were you
spending the money you
brought with you?
[O. Chitjian] No, we survived
on my father’s money. We—my
sister and I—did embroidery
work. It brought in a lot of
money. Do you see that one
flower [needle work hanging in
living room wall]? That one
would bring in several mejids. As
much as you wanted to work…
It was a highly desired needle

This mandated exodus took place in 1922. Thousands of Armenians walked out of Turkey
reluctantly at this time. The Armenians were designated to arrive in Haleb. Memoirs from the
deportations of 1915 depict a totally different experience.
58
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work. We did that and we did the
[lace] work on the edges of
handkerchiefs. My mother didn’t
want me to work too much… We
were refugees… We were not there
to stay… We were going to
America… We were on the road…
If we had not stayed in Besni for 15
days, the border would have been
open to enter America… That was
our luck. If something is to be that is
what it will be… Because we stayed
15 days, we remained like that…
[Indistinct] After we had been in
Haleb for a year we got a letter from
the Turk. He had sent us 20 gold
pieces 59 after selling our house. That
was a lot of money. You can’t even
Ovsanna’s needlework from Haleb.
trust your brother with that much
money. Would you have ever believed that we would go to Haleb, the Turk
would sell our house, and send us the money? Sometimes I tell [my husband]
that he was a Turk but we enjoyed
his kindness [one more time] [He
didn’t have to send what he did; he
The US Congress passed the First Quota
could have pocketed all of the
Law on May 19, 1921 in a move to stem
money]. 60
[H. Chitjian] You say his
kindness…
[O. Chitjian] Yeah…
[H. Chitjian] I told you about the
Turkish woman [Husnee Beg’s
wife] who took me in and let me
hide [when I was running from the

the surging flow of immigrants from
eastern Europe and the Middle East
following the end of World War I. The
law restricted the annual number of
immigrants to 3% of the number of
foreign-born persons of most
nationalities living in the US in 1910.
These controls were further tightened
by the Johnson-Reed Act of 1924.

59 Sarkis had these 20 gold pieces sewn in his belt on the day he died. He handed the belt to his
wife just before passing away.
60 Twenty gold pieces was the amount Sarkis had loaned the Effendi 20 years earlier to help him
avoid the draft. Was the Effendi paying back his debt or was this price of the home? Was the
house worth only 20 gold pieces? Was the house really sold or did the Effendi keep it and simply
sent the money? Still, he might have not sent any money, but he did.
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gendarmes in Sako Mahlasee] 61. I do admit, some Turks did show some
kindness.
[Interviewer] While you were waiting in Haleb for two years, were you alone or
were there other people from yergeer also waiting to go to…
[O. Chitjian] No, there were many of them…
[Interviewer] What did they all do? Did they all have money to live on?
[O. Chitjian] Some received money from America. They all had somebody…
You know at that time they would say that the neighbor’s son had survived… At
that time, one could survive only by a miracle… The ones who survived were
saved as if by a miracle… If such a survivor was a neighbor and the daughter
was alive… They would send her money if they had no home or money… For
mothers and widows with small children and the destitute, there was a
Malatyatzee relief organization in Haleb [from America] that would help… They
would [receive help]…
[Interviewer] Were there any churches or organizations that helped?
[H. Chitjian] In Haleb?
[O. Chitjian] I don’t know. The people
from Malatya did not have a church.
Only a relief society…

In the Diaspora, news of a survivor
was so rare and unexpected among
the myriad slaughtered communities
that neighbors who did not know
each other rejoiced to hear someone
from their community had survived.
They were readily willing to provide
assistance to any one of their own!

[Interviewer] How did the relief
society help?
[H. Chitjian] The relief society would
send money for the needy from
America…
[Interviewer] But in Haleb was there a
church? [speaks over]

[H. Chitjian] Yes, there was a church in Haleb.
[O. Chitjian] Maybe for others… We never needed any assistance, thank God…
We helped others but we never needed help ourselves… 62
61

B/D Chapter 28, page 222
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Several Malatyatzee young men came
from France to Mexico for Ovsanna,
but her father sent them all back
without allowing them even to see her.
He was determined to have his entire
family settle in one country.
Ironically, his family ended up living
split in various locations. His eldest
daughter remained in France with her
two sons. His younger two sons settled
in Fresno, California. His youngest son
remained in Mexico City. This son’s
offspring (a son and a daughter) still
(in 2008) live in Mexico. Ovsanna lived
in Los Angeles. Maritza moved to New
Jersey and Nevart to New York.
Sarkis’s dreams were shattered.
His family scattered throughout the
world, but their dreams always
remained in Malatya. The fate of those
forced into exile!

July 28, 1977

[Interviewer] How come you ended up
in Mexico and not America?
[O. Chitjian] Didn’t I mention those 15
days that we were detained in Besni?
Passages to America [borders] were
blocked… My brother [Setrag] told us to
go to Mexico. He said that it is very easy
[to go to the United States] from there.
He said that you can enter America from
there. By the time we arrived in Mexico
[in 1923]… However, we also waited in
France for months… Eventually we
returned to Mexico… By the time we
arrived in Mexico the law had changed
again. They had changed the law there
also. We had to stay for two years and
then we could go. By the time we
completed our two years, that law
changed again… We remained in
Mexico for ten years.

[H. Chitjian] [Indistinct] You asked her
how they came to Mexico… We
[Hampartzoum and ten others] were the first Armenians who came to Mexico
from Haleb… We left Haleb [in 1923]… I told you about the man called [Gabriel]
Babayan who had not seen any Armenians for 29 years… He invited us to his
house… After our arrival in 1923, they announced in American newspapers that
it is better to come via that route. That is how her brother [Setrag] knew. Then it
became widely known that there were more 1,000 [Armenian] households there
at that time. 63
[O. Chitjian] There were quite a few people [indistinct]
[H. Chitjian] [Indistinct] her brother…
[O. Chitjian] Open the door… It got hot…
62 Interestingly, Sarkis did not seek help from missionaries even though he was a devout
Protestant. Neither Hampartzoum nor the Piloyans sought or received any form of assistance
from any relief organizations. Consequently, neither family had any affiliation with any
organization that helped survivors.
63 See “A Hair’s Breadth from Death” Chapter 34.
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[Interviewer] You left Malatya in 1922. When did you arrive in Mexico?
[O. Chitjian] In 1924.
[Interviewer] When did you enter America? In
1935?
[O. Chitjian] In 1935… [Silence]
[Interviewer] When you arrived in Mexico did
you come with all your family?
A pair of slippers that Hagop
made (circa 1925-1930)

[O. Chitjian] With my entire family…

[Interviewer] What work did your father do in Mexico?
[O. Chitjian] [Father no longer worked.] I worked as a seamstress… My brother
worked in a shoe factory… We made a living.
[Interviewer] That is where you met your husband and married. In Mexico two
years later…
[H. Chitjian] Do you want me to tell
the story from the beginning? I came
to Mexico in 1923. I was one of the first
Armenians there. I stayed there for
barely a week before coming to
America… 64 I returned to Mexico in
1925… I worked for four to five
years… I had $15,000 to $18,000 in
Babayan’s custody. 65 I think that… Do
you want to know when I was ready
to get married? Babayan asked why I
am not getting married because he
said I have quite a bit of money. I said
that there are no suitable girls… I was
not too involved with Armenians

Between 1925 and 1929, Hampartzoum
was able to save $15,000 to $18,000 in
addition to the $3,000 he had sent to his
brothers in America ($1,000 for each
brother) to show his gratitude for their
help during his escape from Turkey.
How was he able to succeed without an
education or help? How many
immigrant youth can do the same
without an education in 2008? Were
these survivors more resourceful and
self-reliant? What was the difference?

Entry into the United States was closed even then.
Ten other Armenians arrived in Mexico City with Hampartzoum. They were greeted by
Gabriel Babayan, who was the sole Armenian in that city for 29 years. He had killed the Turk
who killed his parents in Dikranagerd in the 1895 massacres. He had one brother living in
America.
64
65
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socially… I had to work from early morning until late in the day… I had a
concession in a theater that let out at 11 or 12. I had to sell ice cream there too…
He asked me why I am not getting
married. I said that it is difficult to find
a girl… I said that I want to go to
France… Maybe I will find someone
there… He said that there is a good
family named Piloyan. Sarkis Agha
who has three daughters, one of whom
is married and is in America… But the
other two
daughters are here. But this man is so
selective he does not give his
daughters to just anyone. There have
been four or five men who have asked
for them but he does not give them. If
you want I will introduce you… I said,
“Where do they live?” They were
living in a three-story apartment
building. There was a store on the
ground floor. They lived on the second
floor… Another family lived on the
third floor… The son of that family
was from our hometown and he
worked for me… His name was
Mihran Gopoian. So I told Mihran to
take me [to their house] so that I could

Mihran Gopoyan (back left) with
family in Eastern US, circa 1940s.

The Piloyan sisters in Mexican
costumes, circa 1925.
see her. He said, “Yes I know her. You
hit it right on the mark. They are two
sisters. One is not as good but the other
one is very good.” [Mihran] was talking
about her [Ovsanna]. “Was I not right?”
I said “Let’s go see her.” He said, “Our
house is right above their apartment.”
[They lived] just below Mihran’s
[apartment]. So the two of us got up
and went to his apartment. On the
outside of the apartment there was a
balcony, and that’s where they had put
a sewing machine. That is where she
did her sewing. If you looked down
from above [Mihran’s balcony] you
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could not see a face or anything. I could only see her hands moving forward and
backward. I said, “OK, that’s enough.” Also next to her, her younger sister
standing with her hands held behind her against the wall. I was able to see her
face but she could not see me. She had a more olive complexion. From the hands
you could tell that this one had a fairer complexion. [laughs] So I said “that’s
enough.” I went and told Babayan. He said that I should go and become
acquainted with her father… But her father was a little difficult. One day I
passed in front of their house… Her father was sitting outside… I said: “Hello,
baba…” His name was… They used to call him “Malatyatsi Deh Deh.” I said,
“Parev Deh Deh.” He replied, “Parev and gorrsehveer (hello and get lost)…” I guess
he knew who I was. He turned me away.
So I went and told Babayan what happened. Babayan told me not to worry and
that he will arrange a meeting. He said, “One day I will bring him to your shop.”
My shop was next to a theater… I had a large machine from America… I was
making ice cream popsicles. It was a new
modern novelty for there. I also had a soda
fountain, just like the ones they have in drug
stores here. “When they see this [ice cream
parlor] they might agree.”
[In 1925,] soon after arriving in Mexico City,
her father boarded a train to go to America,
but on the way the train was attacked by
Mexican bandits and derailed. He had gone as
far as Juarez on the border. Sarkis was
traumatically frightened. Since that experience,
his tongue was tied [he stuttered]. That is why
they used to take him to the doctor.
Photo of Gabriel Babayan,
Since Babayan had been there a long time, his
courtesy of Carlos Antaramian
daughter had married a general. The Mexican
generals had a distinctive appearance. Here they [the American officers] are not
as [distinctive]… Babayan said he would bring him. Then he phoned me to say
that they are on their way. On the way they had convinced the father that they
were taking him to the doctor’s office. Then they told him that there is an ice
cream store on the way. They told him: “Let’s stop by and have an ice cream and
go to the doctor’s afterwards.” He [Sarkis] agreed. They came in and sat down.
Nothing was said. No one looked in my direction… I was standing behind the
register. I told the waitresses to give the best service to that table. Whatever extra
there was to serve… I had 20 to 30 different flavors of ice cream. I was making a
good living with ease. I was making $200 to $300 a day, half of which I kept [as
profit]. My business was good. They came and sat down. They complimented on
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how good the ice cream was. “The owner is an Armenian. He is standing over
there.” As soon as her father recognized me, he stood up and slapped his hat on
the table, yelling at Babayan, “Phew… You have fooled me. I’m leaving right
now!” He didn’t know where or how to leave on his own. He couldn’t hire a cab.
He didn’t know the language. Where could he go on his own? He said, “Hire me
a cab. I will go home.” Babayan’s son-in-law, the general, soothed him down and
took him home. Also, [Ovsanna’s] brother told me not to worry. He would
convince his parents. He told them, “Who are you going to find [for her]? You
are hesitant to give her away. For whom are you saving her? Eventually you will
give her away. This boy is not bad.” Her brother and mother had become
convinced and eventually the two of them convinced Deh Deh.
[End of Side B of Tape 2]

Malatyatzis, circa 1914. Ovsanna (center left) is dressed in white, Setrag (seated,
center), Hripsimeh (seated, center right), and Hagop (far right).
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Epilogue
All of Hampartzoum’s accounts of his six years of survival paint the same picture.
They describe situations of “a hair’s breadth from death” and critical turns of
events that led to his survival. Six years is a long time. Although we have a fairly
clear account of the critical points of his life, we don’t have an account of his
daily existence and the experience of how he had to endure each day as an
“incognito Turk.”

